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PrISUm Spectrum Finds a New Home!
By Tim Morgan
Three and a half years after competing in the 2003
North American Solar Challenge from Chicago, Illinois to
Claremont, California, PrISUm Spectrum has a new home.
As part of Team PrISUm’s continuing dedication to
educating the public about solar energy, we have lent Spectrum to the Science Center of Iowa to be part of the “When
Things Get Moving” display.
On January 23, the team made the first of trips to the
Science Center of Iowa to deliver Spectrum. Despite the challenge of fitting a solar car in a freight elevator designed for a
small SUV, we successfully moved Spectrum to its new
home.
We returned to the Science Center the following
week to participate in their Groundhog’s Day celebration,
which was also the official opening of the Spectrum exhibit.
It was a great opportunity to talk to the public about our project, as well as to see some of the projects the Science Center
of Iowa is working on. The team especially enjoyed a solar
powered Game Boy demo the staff at the Science Center built.
In the coming months and years, Team PrISUm will
continue our commitment to educating the public about solar
energy. We are currently working on finding another museum to house one of our other previous cars so we may reach a
larger audience.

Electrical Director Scott Elliott and Mechanical Director Brandon
Hawver help Rich Schuler from SCI maneuver Spectrum’s massive shell into the freight elevator at the Science Center

Team PrISUm would like to thank the Science
Center of Iowa for allowing us to display Spectrum in their
facility. We would also like to encourage everyone to stop
by and see PrISUm Spectrum and all the other exhibits at
the Science Center of Iowa the next time you are in Des
Moines.
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Director's
Note
By Sarah Kelly
Project Director

There has been a lot of reorganizing in the past year, but things are
starting to fall into place around the
garage. For the past year the team has
been in a state of waiting—the North
American Solar Challenge was postponed due to funding difficulties, and
there were no regulations to speak of.
This past September, team members traveled to Topeka, Kansas to
discuss the next rayce and new regulations. The “What’s Next” meeting
helped pound out some rough details
of the rayce, and gave us something to
look forward to.
In January, race officials finally
released preliminary rayce regulations, and it was time to get to work!
Our teams have been rushing to get
design work done on an accelerated
timetable. It is a daunting task, but
we will be raycing with the sun in the
Summer of 2008!
The team has been keeping busy
for the past year with outreach events,
testing, and sprucing up our workspace. We have repainted the garage
floor in black and white checkers,
cleaned out the front office and rearranged (a task that was much overdue), and sent PrISUm Spectrum to
the Science Center of Iowa for display. We also recently purchased a
new trailer for our car!
This summer, the team plans to
tour Iowa once again for an event
called ‘SunRun.’ The team will drive
Fusion, our eighth solar car, around
Iowa, visiting schools and other venues to showcase our project, and get
the word out about renewable energy!
This event is also a good opportunity
to practice driving a solar car in an
environment similar to that of NASC.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our supporters, and to
apologize for the delay in sending out
our newsletter. Your help is invaluable to the team, and we wouldn’t be
able to function without your continued support!

Mechanical Update
By Brandon Hawver, Director of Mechanical Systems

The performance of PrISUm’s fragile solar cells will have to bend
eighth car, Fusion, in the 2005 North
when the team mounts them, as well as
American Solar Challenge was specreducing the number and size of shadtacular. The delay of the North Ameri- ows that fall on the solar array. The
can Solar Challenge 2008 race regula- increased seating angle is proving to be
tions has given the mechanical team
an excellent chance to examine, critique, and generate ideas for areas of
improvement on Fusion’s rayce
proven mechanical system. With
those ideas, a skilled team, and the
new regulations, the design process
has taken off for our ninth car.
Due to the reduced time for
design, construction, and testing, the
design team is meeting twice a
week. This has allowed the amounts
of progress to be nothing less than
stellar. The general design for the
Mechanical Team members Chris Stack and
Tim Morgan help construct a mock-up of P9’s
frame has been completed; only a
small number of structural supports frame
need to be added before the initial
series of computer-based structural
a bit of a challenge with aerodynamics,
tests can be performed. A mockup of but it will not hold the team back. In
the current frame design has also start- order to produce the most efficient
ed to take shape in the garage. This
body possible the team will be utilizing
mockup, made of PVC pipe, will allow the advice from those more experius to ensure the actual frame is as ergo- enced in aerodynamics. Once those
nomic as possible for the drivers.
suggestions are implemented, computProgress is also being made on er based aerodynamic testing will be
the design of the body. Currently, the performed to optimize the design as
top of the body only curves from front much as possible.
to back, minimizing the amount the

Mechanical Team members perform Fusion’s mechanical checklist at one of our
evening stops during ‘SunRun.’
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Electrical Update
By Scott Elliott, Director of Electrical Systems

Since the release of the NASC 2008 regulations
in mid February, PrISUm’s electrical team has been hard
at work designing the electrical system for our ninth solar
car. Our first task was to plan out the entire electrical system to ensure that it meets all the regulations and includes
all of the functionality desired by the team. The system
includes many student-designed components, such as the
battery monitoring system, the telemetry system, and the
displays and controls on the dashboard. Senior members
offered advice on what features each of these modules
should include and gave suggestions on ways to avoid
several of the difficulties encountered during previous
projects. Using Fusion’s electrical system as a baseline,
we are confident that the new system will meet all of our
goals for functionality and reliability.
However, our next solar car will also feature several improvements over Fusion’s electrical system. Taking advantage of the opportunity to reorganize all of the
components of the system, we consolidated the electronics
into as few enclosures as possible. As a result, the car will
require fewer wires, reducing weight and power loss and
giving the car a cleaner appearance. In addition, all of the
electronics relating to the solar array and batteries can be
easily removed, allowing the batteries to be charged in
one location while the mechanical team works on the
chassis elsewhere. The new system, like Fusion, is also
highly modular; should a module fail during competition,
we can simply replace it rather than spend valuable time
diagnosing and correcting the fault.
After the plan for the electrical system was completed and reviewed by the team, the design work was
distributed among electrical team members. Though each
module is typically the responsibility a single person,

Fusion’s battery pack is taken apart to balance the
modules and test its capacity.

team members can regularly be found at the garage exchanging ideas and suggestions for each other’s project.
As a result, everyone on the team learns about electronic
products and circuit designs that may not be taught in the
classroom. Team PrISUm is truly an excellent learning
experience for all involved.
Looking forward, we expect to complete the first
version of the electronics by the end of the spring semester, allowing the team ample time to test the modules.
Once each module has been tested individually, we will
connect the modules together to test the entire system on
the bench long before any components are installed in the
car. Should any revisions be necessary, there will be plenty of time to correct the design and build new modules
before the race in the summer of 2008.
Before long, we will also begin researching solar
cells and batteries for the new car. These are the two biggest cash purchases the team makes during construction of
a car, and we are actively seeking contributions to fund
these components. If you are interested in making a donation towards one of these items, there is a flier in this
newsletter providing information on our adopt-a-cell and
adopt-a-battery programs.
On behalf of the electrical team, thank you for
your interest in Team PrISUm! We expect our ninth solar
car to be our most successful project ever, so be sure to
check out the latest updates in future issues of the Sundial
and online at www.prisum.org.

The New Line-Up:

The trackers ensure that the car is receiving as much
power as possible from the solar array.

Project Director—Sarah Kelly
Director of Fundraising—Luke Martz
Director of Electrical Systems—Scott Elliott
Director of Mechanical Systems—Brandon Hawver
Director of Outreach—Tina Tran
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NASC 2008 Regulations Changes
Since the 2005 North American Challenge, there have been some major changes to the rules for the 2008 North
American Solar Challenge. Below is a brief summary of the changes made to the regulations.

Electrical
Mechanical
 Solar arrays were formerly 8 square meters for both
 Driver seating angle must be a maximum of 27 declasses—now, the array must either be less than 6
grees from vertical (see figure).
square meters in area, or be constructed with approved
 15 cm of crush space is required between the driver
cells that cost less than 10 dollars per watt of output
and the outside of the vehicle
power.
 Safety belts must be commercially purchased and
 Teams are now allowed to use 30 kg of Lithium-Ion
mounted to a structural member of the car.
Batteries, as opposed to the former weight of 25 kg.
 The drivers cockpit must not be taped shut at any time.
 The car must be equipped with an electrical cutoff
 Bolts on the steering, braking, suspension, seat
switch on the outside of the vehicle
mounts, safety harness, drive train, and battery box
 An amber strobe light must be mounted on the highest
must be secured with safety wire or cotter pins
point on the vehicle
 The car must be equipped with a parking brake
 The telemetry system, once powered by a separate,
replaceable battery, must be powered by the main battery pack.


Batteries must be contained within an enclosure that
isolates them both chemically and electrically from the
rest of the car.

Team PrISUm’s Truck, adorned with Flags from past rayces

The new template for driver seating angle, per
the NASC 2008 Regulations
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Outreach Update

By Tina Tran, Director of Outreach

The team has been busy with outreach activities for the past year, using
our eighth car, Fusion, to show at schools, expos, and ISU events. During VEISHEA 2006, the team worked some long nights in getting our
seventh car, Spectrum, up
and running so it could
drive in the parade behind
Fusion. The team also
displayed Fusion at the
University of Iowa Energy
Expo and at Bald Eagle Days in Rock Island, Illinois. While the
team has gotten busier with design in the past months, we are
still keeping very active with Outreach activities. This VEISHEA we will once again host an open house on Saturday, April
21st after driving Fusion in the parade. We will also be touring
Iowa again for SunRun 2007. See below for details.

SunRun 2007
Who: Team Pr ISUm!
What: Roadtr ip ar ound
Iowa
When: May 7-11, 2007
Why: Education and
Outreach, “Rayce” Experience, and Fun!
SunRun planning is underway! The team will drive
Fusion around to Iowa
Communities, showcasing
our project. If you’d like to
inquire about our route, or
if you have any suggestions
to make this event more
successful, please contact
us at
solarcar@prisum.org.

Sunrun 2006: Upper Left: Team members
talk to students in Marshalltown . Above:
Amanda Helgeson makes an important
phone call from the Solar Car. Middle:
Brandon Hawver introduces Fusion to first
graders at the Science Center of Iowa in
Des Moines. Below: Fusion pulls into a
school in Cedar Rapids.
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Fundraising Update
By Luke Martz, Director of Fundraising

Team members Luke, Jared, Scott, and Sarah enjoy
our new office chairs, generously donated by
Allsteel for our Electrical Room and front office

Hello! I would like to introduce myself.
My name is Luke Martz and I am Team PrISUm’s new fundraising director. A lot has happened since I started last fall. As we begin to
get more involved with the construction of the
new car, we have increased our efforts to raise
the money necessary. The team has been very
fortunate, as we have received several large
cash donations.
We received ten thousand dollars from
the Iowa energy center, Musco Lighting and
BP. We have also received some fabulous inkind donations. Allsteel generously donated
eight of their SUM office chairs for use in our
electrical work room—a much needed upgrade
from the old, rusty chairs we were using. Also,
Coastal Enterprises has kindly provided us
with high density foam that we will need to
build and mill our molds for the car.
These donations along with the countless
others have helped our team climb closer to our
goals. If you are interested in making a donation or sponsoring our team, now is a great
time to do so. The Team PrISUm Adopt-ACell form is included in the back of this newsletter, and I encourage everyone to consider
contributing to our program! I hope all is well,
have a great summer!

Coastal Enterprises donated over $20,000 worth of
high and medium density foam. The shipment
weighed over 2,000 pounds.

For more information on Team PrISUm, or if you
have received this publication in error, Please
contact us at (515) 294-0899. You can also email solarcar@iastate.edu. And please feel free
to check for updates on our progress on our
website at www.prisum.org

Team PrISUm recently purchased a new rayce trailer for
transporting our solar cars. The trailer is clean and ready
for new sponsor names and logos!
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Team PrISUm Thanks the Sponsors of PrISUm 9
Platinum
The Boeing Company

Gold Supporter
BP Amoco
Iowa Energy Center
Coastal Enterprises
3M

Silver Supporter
Musco Lighting
Allsteel

Adopt A Battery
Allen and Marie Ihlefeld
Ted and Rae Okiishi
Forth Dodge Machine and
Supply Company
Ned and Ann Allen
Lowell L. Lauver
Glasnapp Transfer
Larry and Judy Rollstin
A. Beth Helgeson
Keith and Debby Felderman
James and Carolyn Cornette
Eagle Window and Door
Thomas W. Thatcher

Cardinal Supporter
College of Engineering
Danner Corporation

Solar Saint
Insert your company here
for only $2500

Solar Benefactor
Stanley Consultants

Solar Sustainer
Iowa Engineering Society
City of Ames Electric
Alliant Energy

Team Sponsor
Premier Event
Bald Eagle Days

Adopt A Tire
Debbie and Keith Felderman
Paul and Bernice Exstrom
Robert and Janice Anderson
Donald and Debby Helgeson
Bruce and Amy Crouse
Carl and Elaine Nelson
Margaret Weatherspoon
Walt and Jill Ortmann
Marshall and Louise England
John and Elizabeth Kelly
Gary and Joyce Krasche
Shirley King
Richard and Lynn Clegg
Gary Kent
W.E. Campbell
Eugene and Julieta Garma
David and Marian Andersen
Marc and Nancy Elliott
Randy and Susan Schirm
David and Teresa Hawver
Tom and Denise Kelly
Marla R. Shafer

Adopt A Cell
Paula Bridwell-Vallone and Joseph Vallone
Brody Construction
Elisabeth and John Thene
Howard and Ann Raffety - Grinnell Middle School 6th
Grade
Karl and Melba Gschneidner
Norma Buss
Carlton Peterson
Sharon Babcock
Paul and Jill Murphy
Robert and Beverly Bole
Richard and Judy Jones
Roger and Joan Anderson
Michael and Karen Margitan
Martha Anderson
Susan Barron
Mary Helen Stewart
Charles and Bonita Glatz
Nick and Katie Mohr
Pam Reinig
Bailey Wall
David and Teresa Hawver
Danielle Pane
Jay Hinkhouse
Joshua and Christine Engelbrecht
Scott and Joyce Hornstein
William R. Jordan
Jeffrey and Nancy Sorensen
Judy Tucker
Randall Hacker
Jim and Barb Bennett
Marta Burkgren
Ronald Morgan
Terrence Diaferio
Gary Moody
Kris Reicks
Deloris Heim
Steven and Elaine Weirather
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Team PrISUm
110 Marston Hall
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50011-2151

Team PrISUm Adopt-a-Program
www.prisum.org

Adopt-a-Cell
By donating $30, you can adopt a solar cell. There are 596 solar cells on the
car, and this is an inexpensive way to become part of our team! When you
adopt a solar cell, we will send you a team shirt and a certificate, which includes the identification of your cell!

Adopt-a-Tire
Adopt-a-Tire is achieved with a $100 contribution. Over 100 tires are used by the
time we are finished racing! When you adopt a tire, you will receive a certificate
and up to two shirts with the name of your sponsored tire. All of the sponsored
tires will be marked with their name before they are raced!

Adopt-a-Battery
By contributing $250, you can help us purchase a module in our battery
pack! We have 28 Lithium-Ion battery modules in our battery pack, each
made up of 19 individual cells. When adopting a battery, you will be able to
choose a name/identification for your sponsored battery module and choose
up to 4 team shirts/polo's. A certificate will then be sent to you
recognizing your sponsored battery!
Your support is greatly appreciated, and it is easy to do. Simply fill out the form below, and send it with
your tax-deductible donation to:
Names of all supporters of Team PrISUm will be
listed on our web site, and in each issue of our
quarterly newsletter, The Sundial. You will also
receive a two year subscription to The Sundial,
along with other Team PrISUm mailings.
Team Member Initials (if applicable): ______
Desired Name for Tire/Battery
Adopted:_______________________________

Team PrISUm
Iowa State University
110 Marston Hall
Ames, IA 50011-2151

Checks should be made out to Team PrISUm
Mailing Address:
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Amount Enclosed:_____________________
Shirts:
Quantity:_____ Sizes:_________________

Thank you for your support!

